
My Sister B’nai B’rith Girls,

Recently, all our lives have turned upside down. In this time of 

isolation, the most important thing (besides staying 6 feet apart) is

strengthening our community. From BBYO On Demand to Facetime

sessions with other BBGs, our collective commitment to being there for

each other through uncertain times is proof of the unifying power of BBYO.

As the 65th regional S’ganit, I will strive to preserve the power of 

BBYO and ensure we emerge from quarantine stronger than ever. Since

programming is the lifeblood of our organization, I promise to take a

detailed look at every chapter in order to support the unique needs of each

group. I want to be a S’ganit for all of RMR, always working toward unity.

We are resilient, powerful, and beautiful inside and out, and I hope to be

able to help lead RMR into the future.
 

Submitted with an undying love for V’ruach BBG 20#1, Friends, oratory,

redbubble stickers, color coding, summer, impulsively dying my hair, my bullet

journal, programming, Rocky Mountain Region #25, and each and every one of

you. I forever remain,

 Talia Gavriella Richard-Lande.
DAMN proud BBG and candidate for Regional S’ganit.

is caucused for the high and honorable position of

REGIONAL S'GANIT

Talia Gavriella
Richard-Lande
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Chapter N’siah past 2 terms

Chapter S’ganit Spring 2019

term

Chapter Mazkirah 3 terms

(Spring 2018-Spring 2019)

2018-2019 Mazkirah of the

Year

Admin Winter Kallah 2019

Attended CLTC 7 2018

Attended International

Convention 2019

Attended CampCon 2018, 2019

Attended SRC 2019

90% attendance rate at chapter

and regional programs

Annual High Holiday Synagogue

volunteer

Intern for State Representative

Dafna Michaelson Jenet (who

spoke at Winter Kallah)

Campaign intern for Governor

Jared Polis

CCHS Speech and Debate,

Colorado Youth Advisory Council,

Amnesty International

Qualifications inside  

BBYO:

 

Qualifications

outside BBYO:

Send out regular counterpart

calls with action items

Have check-in meetings with

all counterparts on their

chapter and personal needs

Host 4-8 coffee chats to

assist any members interested

in programming

Build a network of chapter

S’ganim so they can turn to

each other for support

Communicate frequently to

unify BBG and AZA

Work together to plan

regional events and SRC

Collectively create a

organizational system for all

chapter programming

Assist and collaborate with

Regional Boards #65 and #66

Counterpart

Connections:

With chapter S’ganim…

With Regional S’gan…

Create specific programming goals and detailed plan to accomplish goals with chapter S’ganim

Shoutouts/rewards for successful programs

Have a programming fold of the month to encourage unique programs that connect with different

folds

Make an RMR program bank where chapters can share successful programs and get new ideas

Organize a structured chapter Beau and Sweetheart system to connect AZA and BBG

Have inter-chapter meet-and-greets during Denver meetings to foster regional relationships

Make video how-to’s for creating an outline, leading a program, getting a group’s attention, etc.

Ideas/Goals:

Primary focus on success

of RMR

Give 100% effort in all

S’ganit responsibilities

Attend minimum of 2

events per chapter per

term

Plan fun and interesting

regional programs to

engage all RMR members

Represent my chapter and

my region to the

International Order with

pride

My Promises:


